**Abstract**

During the period 24-25 July 2004, elevated convection produced rain totaling up to 5 inches across east-central Missouri. No rain was forecast by the 12 km Eta model over this area. The presence of two concurrent mesoscale convective systems rendered this event a particularly challenging one for numerical weather prediction. An analysis of the physical differences between the model forecast and the observations is initially presented. Deficiencies in the model initial condition and problems inherent in the parameterization of convection are highlighted.

Over the past 6 years, advances in numerical weather prediction and computing power have enabled the development of more sophisticated numerical weather prediction forecasts. Therefore, numerous locally-run forecasts have been generated in an attempt to determine if the original Eta forecast can be improved upon. First, three forecasts conducted on the same grid as the Eta are analyzed to understand the effects of changing the model core and the convective precipitation scheme. The results do not offer substantial betterment over the 2004 Eta forecast, but some improvement is noted. Next, two runs at the convection-allowing grid spacing of 4 km have been generated, with the microphysics scheme varying. Both runs result in more substantial forecast improvement, although some deficiencies remain. Finally, a run with grid spacing of 2 km has been generated. Results indicate that the more realistic simulation of smaller-scale features does not lead to quantitative precipitation forecasts that are notably better than those from the much less computationally expensive 4 km runs.
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1. Introduction

Quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF) during the warm season remain one of the foremost challenges of operational forecast models (Olson et al. 1995; Doswell et al. 1996). It is expected that warm season QPF will improve as a result of explicit representation of convection (Fritsch and Carbone 2004). Throughout the last decade, increases in computing power have facilitated the ability to run numerical weather prediction (NWP) models in real-time at grid spacings sufficient to avoid convective parameterization (CP). The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Hazardous Weather Testbed has implemented and evaluated such NWP models in real-time at grid spacings sufficient to avoid convective parameterization (CP). The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) are currently providing 4 km NWP over the contiguous United States and Alaska. Operational meteorologists will now face new challenges in appropriately interpreting such guidance and incorporating it into the forecast process.

Such models feature grid spacings of less than 5 km and are referred to as “convection-allowing”, as convection cannot be resolved until horizontal grid spacing approaches 100 m (Bryan et al. 2003; Petch 2006). Nevertheless, 4 km resolution has been observed to sufficiently reproduce much of the structure and evolution of squall-line convective systems depicted in 1 km simulations (Weisman et al. 1997). One of the primary improvements such forecasts have provided over operational models run at resolutions requiring CP is in the representation of the convective mode (Done et al. 2004; Weisman et al. 2008). Subjective evaluation by forecasters confirms this result (Kain et al. 2006).

Convection-allowing models also improve upon the diurnal cycle of convection and its propagation. Carbone et al. (2002) identified “episodes” of warm-season precipitation, in which a sequence of convective events propagate along a corridor over a period of up to 60 h. These episodes are most frequent in midsummer when weaker dynamical forcing is typically present. Convection is initiated in the late afternoon on the eastern slopes of the Rockies and propagates eastward into the Midwest, where the daily maximum precipitation is observed during the overnight hours. Models requiring use of CP do not accurately represent this diurnal cycle of convection over the central U.S. (Davis et al. 2003), and thus do not capture the warm-season rainfall climatology. Idealized simulations using two different CP schemes demonstrate that errors in the timing and propagation of individual convective events lead to the model’s inability to simulate the climatology (Davis et al. 2003). Simulations performed in the same study using a convection-allowing model did not experience these deficiencies. Subsequent work by Liu et al. (2006) and Clark et al. (2007) using real data confirm that convection-allowing models better represent the diurnal cycle of convection, and in particular its propagation.

Much of the convection that is responsible for the nocturnal maximum in precipitation over the central U.S. is probably elevated in nature, as half of the convective storms studied in the International H2O project were found to be elevated (Wilson and Roberts 2006). Elevated convection is typically defined by the lack of air ingested from the near-surface layer (Parker 2008, Glickman 2000). In the case of surface-based convection, the most buoyant parcel may lie above the boundary layer, even if the near-surface parcels contain convective available potential energy (CAPE) (Thompson et al. 2007). The idealized simulations of Parker (2008) confirm that surface parcels containing small amounts of surface-based CAPE will be lifted aloft by the system’s cold pool, thus classifying the system as surface-based. Therefore, Corfidi et al. (2008) suggest it is more appropriate to characterize convection along a continuum spanning between purely surface-based and purely elevated forms.

The evolution of the environment in which elevated convection occurs is well known. Building on the work of Colman (1990a; 1990b), and Trier and Parsons (1993), a composite study by Moore et al. (2003) documented the major features and attendant physical processes responsible for 21 central U.S. events of convection that was presumed to be elevated. At the mature stage of the elevated convection, a low-level jet (LLJ) intersects an east-west oriented surface front, acting to transport high θ_e (equivalent potential temperature) air above the cool, stable air north of the boundary. A frontogenetical direct thermal circulation exists aloft at the terminus of the low-level jet, where the elevated convection is most intense. This frontogenesis is thought to be enhanced by deformation resulting from the strengthening LLJ (Trier et al. 2006). This deformation and associated frontogenesis will weaken as the LLJ turns anticyclonically and becomes more parallel to the surface front as morning approaches and the convection dissipates (Trier et al. 2006; Tuttle and Davis 2006).

Evidence exists that models with CP have a particularly difficult time forecasting elevated convection. Of 20 mesoscale convective system (MCS) events simulated at 10 km grid spacing by Jankov and Gallus (2004), those events with the lowest equitable threat scores were cases with elevated convection occurring to the north of a stationary or warm front. CP schemes are developed using assumptions that are heavily based on evidence gathered from surface-based convection (Anderson 2002), and thus may perform particularly poorly in an environment...
favoring elevated convection. Many initiations of elevated convection are associated with synoptic or mesoscale wind convergence or confluence at midlevels, which typically cannot be observed (Wilson and Roberts 2006). In synthesis, convection-allowing models may allow improved prediction of elevated convection.

The event analyzed in this paper was selected for retrospective analysis and reforecasting due to the poor performance of the operational Eta at short forecast ranges (18 to 36 h). The event is also one that might be considered challenging for NWP, as it features instances of both convection north of a surface boundary and right along a surface boundary in close proximity. In addition, the convection north of the surface front is maximized at 1800 UTC, rather than during the overnight hours, as is typical for the midsummer months in the central U.S. While studies that objectively and subjectively verify the first generation of operational convection-allowing NWP in a climatological sense are valuable to forecasters, detailed studies of individual events are beneficial as well. The goals of this study are:

- to investigate the reasons for the inaccurate QPF of the 12 km Eta model during a 2004 case of convection north of a surface boundary
- to examine if reforecasts done at both 12 km and the convection-allowing grid spacing of 4 km can improve the QPF
- to speculate on the cause of any resulting improvements for this event

Section two is an overview of the data and methods used. Section three presents an investigation of the 2004 Eta forecast in comparison with the observations and Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model analyses. Section four features reforecasts of the event using 12 km, 4 km, and 2 km grid spacings, and section five discusses the results and concludes the work.

2. Data and Methods

Reforecasts of the event were conducted using Version 3.1 of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (Skamarock et al. 2008). 36-hour forecasts were initialized at 0000 UTC 24 July 2004 (from here on, dates and times will be noted in the form of DD/HH UTC, e.g., 24/00 UTC). Both dynamical cores, Advanced Research WRF (ARW) and Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM), were employed. The analysis will focus on the latter 24 hours of this period in order to negate the impacts of model spin up of hydrometeors, although convective systems are often reasonably reproduced within 3-5 h of initialization by convection-allowing models (Weisman et al. 2008). The 12 km domain was identical to that used to distribute the Eta/North American Model (NAM), the NCEP #218 grid. This domain and those used for the 4 and 2 km forecasts is shown in Fig. 1. Nesting of the domains was not used in any of the simulations. The grid spacing in the vertical was comprised of 50 levels, with a model top of 100 mb. Initial and lateral boundary conditions (updated every 3 h) came from the operational Eta model (Black 1994), which has a grid spacing of 12 km and 60 vertical layers to 25 mb. All simulations employed parameterization schemes that are used within the operational Eta/NAM
forecasts including the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic planetary boundary layer scheme (Mellor and Yamada 1982), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory longwave and shortwave radiation schemes (Lacis and Hansen 1974), and the NOAH land surface (Ek et al. 2003). A total of six simulations were generated, as follows. Simulation one was configured as a control simulation to mimic the operational Eta model using the WRF-ARW with Ferrier microphysics (Ferrier et al. 2002) and Betts-Miller-Janic (BMJ) CP (Janjic 1994). Simulation four (referred to as ARW-KF) was identical to simulation one, but was run at 4 km for the domain shown in Fig. 11.

Simulation two (referred to as ARW-KF) switches the model core from ARW to NMM (which is used operationally at NCEP). Simulation three switches the CP scheme to the Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain 2004), and will be referred to as ARW-KF. Simulation four (referred to as ARW-4-F, where “F” indicates Ferrier microphysics) is identical to simulation one, but was run at 4 km for the domain shown in Fig. 1. Simulation five is identical to simulation four, but switches the microphysics parameterization to the more sophisticated WRF single-moment 6-class microphysics (WSM6) scheme (Hong et al. 2004), and is referred to as ARW-4-WSM. Finally, simulation six (referred to as ARW-2-WSM) is identical to simulation five, but was run at 2 km for the domain shown in Fig. 1. The control ARW-BMJ simulation will not simply reproduce the Eta simulation from 2004, as the model core, numerics, and physics used have been in continuous development over the last 6 years. Despite the fact that the grid spacing used in both the 2004 Eta and the control simulation is equal to 12 km, the models will not be able to resolve the same wavelengths due to the differences previously mentioned. Thus, the effective resolution of the models is fundamentally different, with the WRF-ARW resolving features no smaller than 7Δx, where Δx represents the distance between model grid points, (Skamarock 2004) and the Eta resolving features no smaller than 11Δx (Vasic et al. 2007). Nonetheless, it is enlightening to examine what effect these changes have on the forecast of the event.

Output from the 20 km RUC (Benjamin et al. 2004) analyses was used as a high resolution, high frequency, dynamically-consistent proxy for the observations, as upper-air observations lack the spatial and temporal resolution necessary for this investigation. The RUC data were carefully compared with upper-air data for the event, and no large-scale errors were observed. Observed precipitation was acquired from the hourly 4 km stage IV precipitation dataset produced by NCEP, which contains some manual quality control from National Weather Service (NWS) River Forecast Centers (Lin and Mitchell 2005). This precipitation was found to be comparable with data from the NWS Cooperative Network. Composite reflectivities from Level III post-processed NWS radar data encompassing 16 elevation scans and interpolated to a 1 km grid were compiled. These observed reflectivities were compared with model-derived instantaneous composite reflectivity (hereafter referred to as simulated reflectivity) calculated using the WRF Post Processor, as discussed in Koch et al. (2005). Since the 2004 Eta did not include a simulated reflectivity product, 3 hourly precipitation must be used. Data from the U.S. National Lightning Detection Network (Orville and Huffines 2001) were used to determine if precipitation was associated with convection. Data used for calculations of quantities involving derivatives were interpolated to the 20 km grid used by the RUC (NCEP #252 grid) to better facilitate comparisons for all forecasts. Despite this interpolation, derived quantities from the reforecasts created with the WRF retain higher magnitude values, likely due to the fundamental differences between the WRF and Eta previously discussed. Therefore, when comparisons are made, the focus will be on the location of the maximized values, rather than their relative magnitudes.

The analysis performed makes use of a calculation of CAPE. As previously discussed, the level chosen for the calculation of CAPE has particular relevance in determining the extent to which the convection is elevated, as discussed further by Rochette et al. (1999). As the parcel levels used for the calculation of CAPE grids contained within the Eta, RUC, and WRF model data differed, recalculation of CAPE was performed using a consistent method for each model. CAPE was calculated using the GENeral Meteorological PAckage (GEMPAK), with surface-based CAPE calculated using the 2 m temperature and dewpoint. To calculate elevated CAPE, an average CAPE was computed using CAPE values from parcels lifted every 25 mb from 925 to 700 mb. The goal of this calculation was to create a plan view of CAPE in the layer above the surface. CAPE values at the low end of the spectrum will be scrutinized, as Parker (2008) emphasizes the important distinction between parcels with zero CAPE and those with some small amount. The presence of CAPE, coupled with sufficient rising of air to the level of free convection (LFC), indicates that air is rising buoyantly between the LFC and the equilibrium level (EL), regardless of the magnitude of CAPE.

Another variable used in the analysis is potential vorticity (PV). The use of potential vorticity as a framework for atmospheric analysis was presented by Kleinschmidt (1957), and revived by Hoskins et al. (1985). It is possible to recover the balanced wind field throughout the atmosphere when PV is specified over the entire domain. This wind field is said to be “induced” by the PV field. PV over the domain can
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1 An additional 4 km simulation was run using the output from the 12 km ARW-BMJ control simulation as lateral boundary conditions rather than the 2004 Eta. The resulting precipitation fields were similar and thus this simulation will not be presented here.
also be decomposed into individual “pieces” or “anomalies”, and the winds induced by each anomaly can be recovered. For instance, a cyclonic (positive) PV anomaly will induce a cyclonic circulation that will be maximized near the level where the PV anomaly is strongest and diminish in strength with increasing distance in both the horizontal and vertical. The distance over which the PV anomalies have influence on the flow increases as the PV anomaly increases in size and as the static stability decreases. Cyclonic PV anomalies develop below the level of maximum latent heating (Raymond and Jiang 1990). A layer average PV was calculated using data every 50 mb from 900 to 700 mb, approximating the layer below the typical location of maximum latent heating occurring during synoptic-scale moist adiabatic ascent (Carlson 1991). The flow induced by the diabatically generated PV has been shown to influence moisture transport (Lackmann 2002; Brennan and Lackmann 2005), and Petterssen frontogenesis (via deformation; Morgan 1999; Korner and Martin 2000; Novak et al. 2009; Baxter et al. 2011). The magnitude of the induced flow can be quantified via a technique known as piecewise PV inversion (Davis and Emanuel 1991). The use of this technique is beyond the scope of this paper; as such information is not available in the operational environment. Instead, the simulated winds, deformation, and Petterssen frontogenesis at 850 mb will be qualitatively compared with the location and magnitude of the 900 to 700 mb average PV. As no tropopause undulation (which represents a positive PV anomaly) is present in this event, it can be surmised that the PV in the 900 to 700 mb layer exerts considerable influence on the 850 mb flow.

3. 2004 Eta Forecast

In comparing the 36 h forecast precipitation accumulated over 24 h (24/12 UTC through 25/12 UTC) by the Eta (Fig. 2a) with the observed precipitation (Fig. 2b); the maxima along the Kansas/Missouri border are in relative agreement. Farther east in the area circled, the Eta predicts no precipitation where 2 to 3 inches fell, and a single NWS Cooperative Observer station reported 5.1 inches. The axis of maximum precipitation is also improperly oriented by the Eta. These represent notable forecast errors, and the fact that the Eta does predict one area of the precipitation well could provide false confidence in other aspects of its forecast.

At the beginning of the 24 h period, 24/12 UTC, a large area of precipitation exists along an inverted trough well north of a surface stationary front (Fig. 3a). The magenta cross in Fig. 3a indicates the coldest infrared cloud tops on Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) imagery (or location of the MCS centroid) at 24/12 UTC, with the extending line indicating the movement of these cloud tops over the next 3 hours (h). Eight lightning flashes are recorded in Kansas and Missouri over the 24/12 UTC through 24/18 UTC period, indicating that this area of precipitation is associated with convection (not shown). A secondary area of precipitation lies right along the front in northeastern Oklahoma. The Eta's 3 h precipitation ending at 24/12 UTC (Fig. 3b) indicates a single maximum south of the main precipitation shield, although the location of the surface front is predicted well as implied by the temperature gradient and wind shift. 6 h later (Fig. 3c), the precipitation that was along the surface front has diminished, while the primary area of convection has propagated to the southeast, with a new MCS (mesoscale convective system) centroid generated on its western flank. The surface front has moved little, though the temperatures south of the front have increased by nearly 20°F. The Eta (Fig. 3d) captures neither the movement of the MCS centroid to the northeast nor the propagation of the convection to the southeast. By 25/00 UTC (Fig. 4a), convection initiates farther south in Oklahoma and Arkansas, resulting in a redefinition of

Fig. 2. 24 h accumulated precipitation (shaded; in) for the period 1200 UTC 24 July – 1200 UTC 25 July from the (a) Eta and (b) NCEP Stage IV observations. Black lines indicate axes of maximum precipitation; circles highlight area of primary difference.
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the surface boundary farther south. Though the Eta does capture the redefinition of the frontal boundary at 25/00 UTC (Fig. 4b), the precipitation forecast is further degraded, with an incorrect northwest/southeast oriented axis. The northern extent of this convection moves northeast over the next 6 h through 25/06 UTC (Fig. 4c). Through 25/12 UTC, precipitation diminishes across Missouri in both reality and the Eta.

As notable differences exist between the Eta QPF and the evolution of the event on radar, the dynamics and thermodynamics must also be different. Comparison between the Eta analysis at 24/00 UTC (the model initialization time) and the RUC analysis reveals that the Eta suffers from a poor initial condition. While the 250 mb flow pattern and upstream placement of the 500 mb trough are similar (Fig. 5a-b), the 5880 m contour (highlighted) is too far north in the Eta in Missouri and Kansas. The Eta features a stronger vorticity maximum in northern Kansas that is too far to the northwest. This circulation is associated with a mesoscale convective vortex (MCV) related to convection observed in southwestern Kansas 12 h prior. At 850 mb (Fig. 5c-d), the
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**Fig. 3** (a) Level III composite radar reflectivity (shaded; dBZ), surface observations, and surface analysis and (b) Eta 10 m winds (barbs; kts), 2 m temperature (contours; 4°F interval), and 3 h accumulated precipitation (shaded; in) for 1200 UTC 24 July. (c) Same as in (a), and (d) same as in (b), except for 1800 UTC 24 July.
flow pattern is similar, but the $\theta_e$ gradient (approximated by the orange line in Fig. 5) is too far north and improperly oriented in the Eta. This is largely due to the Eta’s lack of lower $\theta_e$ air in central Missouri, which is seen in the RUC. These differences all lead to the reduced likelihood of an accurate forecast over the latter 24 h of the 36 h forecast period.

At 24/18 UTC, convection is occurring north of the surface boundary in both the Eta and reality (Fig. 3c-d), but is found much farther east in reality. As notable differences between the Eta and reality begin to take shape near this time, 24/18 UTC will be a focal point for analysis from this point forward. At this time, the precipitation is in an area of divergence at 250 mb (not shown), and is downstream from a broad trough at 500 mb (Fig. 5e-f). The vorticity maximum in the Eta is in the same location as the 3 h precipitation maximum, while the vorticity maximum in the RUC is associated with the MCS centroid seen on satellite imagery. Further examination indicates that these vorticity maxima are distinct from those seen at 24/00 UTC, as they are associated with the development of a new convective event during the overnight hours.

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for (a) and (b) at 0000 UTC 25 July and (c) and (d) at 0600 UTC 25 July.
Fig. 5. 500 mb heights (contours; 30 dm) and absolute vorticity (shaded; $x 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}$); 250 mb winds (barbs; kts) at 0000 UTC 24 July for (a) Eta and (b) RUC. 850 mb $\theta_e$ (contours; 6 K); $\theta_e$ advection (x $10^{-1}$ K h$^{-1}$); and winds (kts) at 0000 UTC 24 July for (c) Eta and (d) RUC. Lower panels (e-h) identical to that above, only at 1800 UTC 24 July. Orange lines indicate approximate axes of $\theta_e$ gradient.
Perhaps the most important differences are seen at 850 mb (Fig. 5g-h). Radar data indicate that convection is occurring along and north of the east-west oriented $\theta_e$ gradient in the RUC, while the Eta’s precipitation is south of a northwest/southeast oriented $\theta_e$ gradient. While both simulate a rather weak 15 to 20 kt low-level jet to the south of this boundary, the orientation of flow with respect to the boundary differs. The flow in the RUC is more perpendicular to the boundary, and is associated with positive $\theta_e$ advection extending farther east into central Missouri, while the flow in the Eta is asymptotic to the boundary, with positive $\theta_e$ advection present only in western Kansas. In contrast with 18 h prior, it is now the Eta that features lower $\theta_e$ air farther south (in northeastern Missouri), causing the boundary to be improperly oriented.

To further explain the differences between the Eta and RUC, moisture and instability are analyzed. At 24/18 UTC in the Eta, the eastern half of the maximum precipitation along the Kansas/Missouri border (Fig. 3d) is in an area of zero surface-based CAPE (Fig. 6a), but positive elevated CAPE (Fig. 6c). The western half of this area of precipitation is in an area with 1 to 25 J kg$^{-1}$ of surface-based CAPE and positive elevated CAPE. In east-central Missouri, surface-based CAPE is present, but no elevated CAPE exists. The air at the surface (Fig. 6a) and the low-levels (Fig. 6b) is not saturated in east-central Missouri, and no precipitation is forecast here (Fig. 6e). The RUC depicting near surface air parcels in central Missouri with 1 to 25 J kg$^{-1}$ of CAPE (Fig. 6b) is not saturated in east-central Missouri, and no precipitation is forecast here (Fig. 6e). The RUC depicts near surface air parcels in central Missouri with 1 to 25 J kg$^{-1}$ of CAPE (Fig. 6b), indicating that convection observed in this area (Fig. 3c) is actually surface-based. In eastern Missouri, where reflectivities are slightly higher in magnitude (Fig. 3c), surface-based CAPE is essentially zero. Positive values of low-level average (925 to 700 mb) CAPE (Fig. 6d) extend over this area, suggesting that this convection is elevated in nature. The gradient in saturation in the RUC is in eastern Missouri, both at the surface (Fig. 6b) and the low-levels (Fig. 6d). In both datasets, the 6 h precipitation ending at 24/18 UTC extends along the gradient in saturation, which correlates well with the elevated CAPE (Fig. 6f). Although this analysis does confirm that a large portion of the convection in the model was indeed elevated, this comparison illustrates the complexities involved in categorizing convection as “elevated” or “surface-based”.

The pattern of elevated CAPE is particularly closely aligned with the area of maximum 3 h precipitation in the Eta (Fig. 6e). In this area, 50 to 70% of the total precipitation is due to the CP scheme, a local minimum. The balance between stratiform and convective precipitation will vary with resolution, parameterization schemes used, and degree of convective organization (Belair and Mailhot 2001). It is unknown what the appropriate value should be in an environment where convection is embedded within grid-scale, stratiform precipitation, as the presence of both indicates that the CP and microphysics scheme should be producing precipitation in the same location. Therefore, it is possible that the BMJ scheme is not properly representing the effects of the convection on the resolved scales, which can influence the propagation of the convection.

As discussed in section two, latent heating associated with the convection results in low-level PV production. At 24/18 UTC, both the Eta and RUC produce PV anomalies (Fig. 7a-b) maximized in the vicinity of precipitation in eastern Kansas (Fig. 3c-d). The Eta does not contain the PV seen in the RUC, which extends along the axis of observed precipitation in central Missouri. In both datasets, the observed cyclonic circulation at 850 mb is well correlated with the layer-averaged PV anomalies, lending credence to the likelihood that this flow was induced by these particular PV anomalies. Petterssen frontogenesis is maximized along the northern edge of each anomaly (Fig. 7a-b). A positive contribution to frontogenesis results when the long axis of deformation is collocated with the thermal gradient. The flow surrounding the PV anomaly is associated with the axes of deformation (Fig. 7c-d), as marked by the orange lines. The relationship between the PV anomalies and the thermal gradients (Fig. 7c-d) is more tenuous, as the thermal gradient is strongest north of the PV anomaly in the Eta and right along the PV anomaly in the RUC. The long axis of deformation is collocated with the thermal gradient in the RUC through central Missouri, while little collocation of the two takes place in the Eta.

In the Eta, potential problems with the parameterization of convection itself, and insufficient downstream instability and moisture are associated with the lack of propagation of the convection. The deformation associated with the diabatically-generated PV remains close to the area of stationary convection and not collocated with the thermal gradient. In the RUC, as cyclonic flow is collocated with a diabatically generated PV anomaly, it appears that the convection itself may be inducing deformation that contributes to (but does not completely explain) the existence of frontogenesis farther east. The fact that no frontogenesis is apparent in central Missouri 6 hours earlier when widespread convection had yet to enter this area lends credence to the idea that as convection propagated to the southeast; it served to alter the mesoscale environment via the generation of frontogenesis. The flow from the south (the LLJ circled in Fig. 7b) is perpendicular to this frontogenesis, thus leading to ascent of high $\theta_e$ air to continue fueling the convection.

A cross-section taken on a N-S line through
Fig. 6. 2 m relative humidity (contours; 10%), surface CAPE (shaded; J kg$^{-1}$) at 1800 UTC 24 July for (a) Eta and (b) RUC. (c) and (d) as above, but for 925-700 mb average relative humidity and CAPE. (e) Eta 6 h accumulated precipitation (shaded; in), ending 1800 UTC 24 July and percentage of total which was produced via the convective scheme (contours; 10%). (d) Observed 6 h accumulated precipitation ending 1800 UTC 24 July.
Fig. 7. 900-700 mb average PV (shaded; PVU), 850 mb winds (barbs; kts), and frontogenesis (contours; 5 K 100 km$^{-1}$ 3 h$^{-1}$) at 1800 UTC 24 July for (a) Eta and (b) RUC. 850 mb temperature gradient (shaded; °C 100 km$^{-1}$) and deformation (contours; 30x10$^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$) at 1800 UTC 24 July for (c) Eta and (d) RUC. Red dashed line indicates cross section location in Fig. 8. Orange lines indicate primary axes of deformation. Circle highlights the nose of the LLJ.
central Missouri (indicated by the red line on Fig. 7a-b) depicts the lack of a strong, vertically coherent axis of frontogenesis in the Eta at 24/18 UTC (Fig. 8a). These features are present within the RUC (Fig. 8b). Positive $\theta_e$ advection is also strong and deep along the southern side of the frontogenesis in the RUC. Also of note is the stronger negative $\theta_e$ advection that is observed in the RUC along the northern side of the frontogenesis. This is seen in plan view in Fig. 5h, and may relate to the more northerly flow seen in the RUC, as well as the low-level rain cooled air present in this area (Fig. 3c) that is not forecast by the Eta (Fig. 3d). This negative $\theta_e$ advection is evidence that the deformation pattern associated with the diabatically-generated PV is not the only contributor to frontogenesis in the RUC in central Missouri. The Eta does have lower $\theta_e$ values in northern Missouri, but the flow is parallel to the boundary, and thus is less likely to contribute to frontogenesis.

Although the initial condition used for the Eta forecast was poor, and the presence of lower $\theta_e$ air in northern and eastern Missouri inhibited the propagation of convection, it does appear that the CP scheme also played a role in the poor forecast. Thus, new simulations using the WRF model were performed to see if further model development, the use of a different model core, and the use of a different CP scheme improved upon the Eta forecast.

4. Reforecasts

a. 12 km runs

As discussed in section two, three reforecasts with 12 km grid spacing were performed. The ARW-BMJ (Fig. 9a) depicts two distinct east-west tracks of precipitation, in northern Missouri and Kansas and southern Missouri and Kansas, as marked. The 2004 Eta does not depict two different tracks (Fig. 2a), as were observed (Fig. 2b). Both the 2004 Eta and the ARW-BMJ fail to predict the observed precipitation in eastern Missouri (Fig. 2b). The NMM-BMJ (Fig. 9b) run does feature two tracks of precipitation, but the southernmost track contains precipitation amounts far in excess of what was observed. The ARW-BMJ also contains higher amounts than observed along the southern track, but not to the extent in magnitude and areal coverage seen in the NMM-BMJ. The NMM-BMJ does feature precipitation in eastern Missouri, but further examination of simulated reflectivities (not shown) reveals that this precipitation is a result of the erroneous precipitation along the southern track. As this precipitation in eastern Missouri resulted from the northern track in reality, the NMM-BMJ will not be investigated further. The ARW-KF (Fig. 9c) looks markedly different than the ARW-BMJ, highlighting the high degree of sensitivity to the choice of CP scheme for this event, as is often observed (e.g. Wang and Seaman 1997). It is difficult to discern the presence of two precipitation tracks, and the precipitation in eastern Missouri is less than that seen in the ARW-BMJ.

Examination of simulated reflectivity provides greater insight into the development of the two tracks of precipitation in the ARW-BMJ. The more intense precipitation in southeastern Kansas (Fig. 10a) corresponds with the precipitation which is observed along the surface front at 24/12 UTC (Fig. 3a). In reality, this precipitation diminished by 24/18 UTC (Fig. 3c), followed by redevelopment of precipitation in northern Arkansas and southern Missouri (Fig. 4a). Two tracks do not appear in the ARW-KF (Fig. 10b, d, f, h), and thus the reforecast more closely resembles that of the 2004 Eta. In the ARW-BMJ, the southern area of precipitation maintains itself through 25/06 UTC (Fig. 10c, e, g). The northern area of precipitation in the model is shifted to the west versus reality at each time shown, and does not reach eastern Missouri. Despite the inaccuracies in precipitation amounts, and the lack of precipitation in eastern Missouri,
the appearance of two tracks of precipitation within the ARW-BMJ indicates a forecast more consistent with what actually occurred in comparison with the 2004 Eta.

At 24/18 UTC, the patterns of surface relative humidity and CAPE are similar for both the ARW-BMJ (Fig. 11a) and ARW-KF (Fig. 11b), which are in turn similar to the 2004 Eta (Fig. 6a). The same generally holds true for elevated CAPE and low-level average relative humidity (Fig. 11 c-d, and Fig. 6c). The ARW-BMJ elevated CAPE is locally diminished in southwest Missouri, in the same location where precipitation is simulated. Less than 20% of the total precipitation results from the BMJ scheme throughout the area of precipitation (Fig. 11e), even in southern Missouri where elevated CAPE remains and a precipitation maximum exists. The fact that less convective precipitation is produced than stratiform precipitation in an area where CAPE exists could indicate that the CP scheme is not removing enough instability. When this occurs, excess instability is removed on the grid scale, leading to excess heating aloft that results in further low-level convergence and more precipitation in-situ (Zhang et al. 1988). This suggests that the model may not be realistically representing the convection, although this area of convection does move within the ARW-BMJ. In the ARW-KF (Fig. 11f), less than 40% of the total precipitation results from the KF scheme in the region of maximum precipitation along the gradient of elevated CAPE, but precipitation to the south of the maximum precipitation is generated predominantly by the KF scheme. Precipitation amounts are not considerably overdone in the ARW-KF, and the precipitation forms and dies in roughly the same location without the existence of two tracks. These differences among the three models (2004 Eta, ARW-BMJ, and ARW-KF), suggest that the manner in which a CP is formulated and how the CP interacts with the other physical parameterizations will have a large impact on the resulting total precipitation and reflectivity fields, as previously discussed in Gallus (1999) and Gallus and Segal (2001).

As expected, the two tracks of precipitation are associated with two individual PV anomalies in the ARW-BMJ (Fig. 12a), and the single track of precipitation is associated with a single PV anomaly in the ARW-KF (Fig. 12b). All the PV anomalies are collocated with either cyclonic circulations or cyclonic wind shifts, which are associated with areas of deformation (Fig. 12c-d). Both reforecasts have a strong thermal gradient in northern Kansas and Missouri (Fig. 12c-d), but only the ARW-BMJ contains strong deformation here, resulting in stronger frontogenesis (Fig. 12a-b). These fields in the ARW-KF are quite similar to those seen in the 2004 Eta (Fig. 7a-c), except that the deformation in southern Kansas and Missouri is now collocated with the thermal gradient, producing frontogenesis farther south in the ARW-KF. The most striking difference between the ARW-BMJ and the 2004 Eta is the strong deformation collocated with the thermal gradient in southern Missouri seen in the ARW-BMJ, in the area of heaviest precipitation. Strong frontogenesis is produced here, with a 15 to 30 kt LLJ flowing perpendicular to the frontogenesis from the south.

As in Fig. 2, but for (a) ARW-BMJ, (b) NMM-BMJ, (c) ARW-KF.
Fig. 10. Model-derived instantaneous composite reflectivity (shaded; dBZ) at 1200 UTC 24 July from ARW-BMJ (a) and from ARW-KF (b). Remaining panels same as in (a-b), except (c-d) at 1800 UTC 24 July, (e-f) at 0000 UTC 25 July, and (g-h) at 0600 UTC 25 July.
Fig. 11. As in Fig. 6, but using ARW-BMJ (left side) and ARW-KF (right side). Note that Fig. 6f depicts observed precipitation, while (f) shows model simulated precipitation.
It is clear why heavy precipitation is maintained here in the ARW-BMJ, while it was not observed to continue in reality, as the RUC depicts no frontogenesis here.

Although the ARW-BMJ did forecast two distinct areas of precipitation that were observed in reality and were not forecast well by the 2004 Eta, neither the ARW-BMJ nor the ARW-KF predicted precipitation in eastern Missouri. Though the ARW-BMJ simulation was more realistic, it apparently suffered from an underactive CP scheme and thus resulted in the inappropriate maintenance of the southern track of precipitation. The ARW-BMJ (and the NMM-BMJ) illustrate that while some aspects of a forecast can be correct, others can be in error. Despite the problems related to the CP schemes, the presence of two tracks of precipitation in the ARW-BMJ reforecast provides valuable information to the forecaster which was not seen in the 2004 Eta. The fact that the ARW-KF reforecast was substantially different than the ARW-BMJ indicates that this situation is highly sensitive to the manner in which convection is parameterized. This illustrates that there is a high degree of uncertainty in the forecast of this event, and suggests that elimination of the CP scheme in the simulation could reduce the uncertainty.
b. 4 km runs

In light of the myriad of potential benefits derived from generating forecasts using convection-allowing grid spacing, two simulations were run at 4 km with no CP. As described in section two, the microphysics scheme was varied from Ferrier in the ARW-4-F run to WSM6 in the ARW-4-WSM run. The WSM6 scheme maintains ice phase hydrometeors as separate quantities. This more sophisticated treatment may provide benefit in higher resolution simulations (Hong et al. 2004). In this case, the QPF was generally similar for both runs (Fig. 13a-b). The use of WSM6 microphysics resulted in precipitation slightly farther east and the reduction of some areas of maximum precipitation, both more realistic outcomes. Thus, it is this reforecast that will be further examined. The axis of forecast precipitation is nearly identical to that of the observed precipitation (Fig. 2b). Though the precipitation does not reach the Missouri/Illinois border, it is much closer to this area than any of the previously discussed forecasts. Comparison of simulated reflectivity (Fig. 14) with observed reflectivity (Fig. 3a-c and Fig. 4a-c) indicates noteworthy improvements as well, particularly at 24/12 UTC and 24/18 UTC. As in the ARW-BMJ reforecast and the observations, two tracks of precipitation are present. Along the southern track, precipitation diminishes in areal coverage between 24/12 UTC and 24/18 UTC, and then reintensifies at 25/00 UTC, as was observed. Along the northern track, reflectivity values greater than 40 dBz in east-central Missouri indicate that there must be sufficient moisture, lift, and instability to maintain precipitation here.

While a portion of Missouri does have essentially zero surface CAPE (Fig. 15a), the coverage of areas with at least some surface CAPE is comparable to that seen in the RUC (Fig. 6b). Elevated CAPE (Fig. 15b), while not as far north in areal coverage as the RUC (Fig. 6d), does extend farther north in east-central Missouri compared to all other forecasts (Fig. 6c, 11c-d). The surface (Fig. 15a) and low-level relative humidity (Fig. 15b) gradients in this reforecast are also farther east, again comparable to those in the RUC (Fig. 6b-d). It is apparent that the enhanced resolution of the model has resulted in major changes to the physical processes responsible for this event. It is not entirely clear how this has occurred, other than to speculate that 18 h into the forecast, the low-level moisture field is better resolved and has evolved in a more realistic way.

Two sets of PV anomalies are present in association with the northern and southern areas of precipitation (Fig. 16a). The PV in central Missouri is collocated with the axis of deformation (Fig. 16b). There exists some overlap between the axis of deformation and the thermal gradient (Fig. 16b), resulting in the production of frontogenesis (Fig. 16a) along and north of the area of PV. The flow in south-central Missouri representing the LLJ is perpendicular to the axis of frontogenesis in central Missouri (circled in Fig. 16a), as seen in the RUC (circled in Fig. 7b), and is not asymptotic to it, as seen in all other forecasts (Fig. 7a, 12a-b). The PV in the south is only collocated with the axis of deformation in southeastern Kansas. The PV in southern Missouri is in an area where previously persistent heavy precipitation (Fig. 14a) has dissipated over the previous 6 h, leaving a strong PV anomaly. The convection in northwest Arkansas is rapidly propagating, and thus does not generate a strong PV anomaly. The PV anomaly in southern Missouri may be responsible for the deformation visible in northwest Arkansas, as the influence this anomaly has on the flow will be greater in the less stable air south of the surface front.

The fact that the moisture, lift, and instability fields are more comparable to those seen in the RUC indicates that the lack of a CP scheme and the increased resolution have improved the realism and accuracy compared with all other forecasts investigated here. The specific reasons for the improvement brought on by the convection-allowing reforecast (ARW-4-WSM) are not derived in...
this study. The convection is observed to propagate downstream more realistically, a property noted by other studies as discussed in section two. As the convection propagates, diabatically generated PV anomalies result that induces deformation along the thermal gradient, promoting frontogenesis. As in the RUC, 6 h prior at 24/12 UTC, frontogenesis in central Missouri is weaker prior to the propagation of convection into the area. At 24/18 UTC, when convection is ongoing in central Missouri, frontogenesis develops coincident to the convection. This frontogenesis serves as a lifting mechanism for the high θ_e air within the LLJ streaming northward from the south, resulting in the maintenance of the convection. In this case, the orientation of the LLJ appears to be influenced by the development of convection and a PV anomaly to the south of the east-west oriented convection in central Missouri. Conceptually, this PV anomaly will induce southerly flow on its eastern flank, consistent with what was observed in the ARW-4-WSM. The ARW-BMJ contains this feature as well, but it is improperly simulated, as discussed. This PV anomaly could be too small in scale to be resolved by the RUC, though its upscale influence may remain visible.

Fig. 14. As in Fig. 10, but using only ARW-4-WSM.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

The initial condition used by the 2004 Eta was poor, and the CP scheme failed to predict the eastward propagation

\textbf{Fig. 15.} As in Fig. 6, but using only ARW-4-WSM.

\textbf{Fig. 16.} As in Fig. 7, but using only ARW-4-WSM. Contour intervals for frontogenesis and deformation are the same as those in Fig. 12.
of convection. Though the precipitation forecast from the ARW-BMJ may not have been any more accurate than that of the 2004 Eta, it did feature a more realistic depiction of two separate tracks or instances of precipitation. This information would no doubt benefit operational forecasters, and is a testament to improvements in modeling over the past six years. The ARW-4-WSM considerably improved the precipitation forecast, as the convection-allowing grid spacing of the model eliminated the problems associated with the parameterization of convection, particularly those related to propagation. This improvement occurred despite the same rather poor initial condition being used. A better analysis would likely improve the forecast further. The ARW-2-WSM forecast did not provide enhanced forecast guidance in light of the large increase in computational resources needed to create it, a result similar to that found in previous studies. An interesting result from the ARW-4-WSM was the correlation between the intensification of convection and the development of frontogenesis. It was speculated that the convection itself contributed to this frontogenesis, via deformation induced by diabatically-generated PV anomalies. This was observed in the RUC analyses as well. In contrast with all other forecasts, the LLJ in the ARW-4-WSM became perpendicular to the frontogenesis and associated convection, rather than parallel. The reason for this is not clear, but may be associated with convection occurring at the same time farther south in a higher CAPE environment.

Although idealized simulations show that elevated convection can exist and propagate without the presence of a thermal boundary aloft (Parker 2008), real-data composites indicate that such a boundary is often present (Moore et al. 2003). Coniglio et al. (2010a) show that frontogenesis aloft commonly develops prior to and ahead of strong, long-lasting, nocturnal MCSs. In the July 2004 MCS analyzed here, frontogenesis aloft occurred only when convection approached the thermal gradient in central Missouri. This MCS was long-lasting, but was weaker and during the daytime. The relationship between frontogenesis and convection seen here may be an artifact of the atypical environment observed in this case. Nevertheless, the influence of convection on frontogenesis requires further investigation. Baxter et al. (2011) shows that in the model atmosphere, diabatic heating can contribute to frontogenesis that then focus and reinforces precipitation. If the model does not capture the propagation of convection well, this could lead to the improper development of frontogenesis which will then reinforce the errant propagation. Wang and Clark (2010) show that the operational NAM exhibits an over-prediction of deformation and convergence, leading to an over-prediction of precipitation. The reasons for this phenomenon are unknown, but may relate to the use of CP. Results from the July 2004 case presented here suggest that when such a situation arises in the model it will be self-reinforcing.

This study analyzes a single event that, while not extreme in terms of the amount of rainfall, may be particularly difficult for models containing CP to predict. Two separate convective events occurring in close proximity in space and time, and the weak forcing and instability present combine to give a variety of model solutions. The higher resolution forecast in this case gave solutions that were considerably different than the more coarse resolution models. Previous research suggests that this result is outside of the norm. Weisman et al. (2008) and Coniglio et al. (2010b) demonstrate that errors in the larger scales of forcing contained in the initial conditions from the operational NAM exert an overriding influence on the accuracy of the higher resolution model. However, the case presented here features weak forcing and small amounts of instability, possible reasons that allowed improved resolution and lack of a CP scheme to provide more substantial benefit.

The availability of models with and without CP may present challenges in the operational environment, as a convection-allowing model will not offer improved guidance for every event. As such, further case-study
Comparisons of convection-allowing models with models using CP are warranted, in addition to forecaster training on how best to incorporate the results of these models in the decision making process.
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